Derrick Y. McDaniel works with caregivers
helping them to provide the absolute best
care for their elderly loved ones while
simultaneously caring for themselves, their
families, and their careers.
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HOME SAFETY CHECKLIST
MEDICATIONS
Are all medications clearly marked (names,
dosing instructions, prescribing doctor etc.)?
Are medicine trays properly filled and stored
in a safe and accessible place?
Are instructions provided as to when/how
medications are to be taken?

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
Are used needles placed in a “Sharps”
container?
Is oxygen tubing kept off the walk ways?
Are “No Smoking” signs clearly posted?
Is medical equipment properly stored?

KITCHEN
Is the floor waxed or otherwise slippery?
Are there any flammable items near a heat
source?
Do the “ON” buttons work on all appliances?
Are the most frequently used items stored between
eye and knee level?
Is there an uncluttered work space near the
cooking area (to avoid having to carry items)?

BATHROOM
Are there glass doors on the bathtub/shower?
Is there a nonskid surface/mat in the
bathtub/shower?
Are there grabbars on the bathtub/shower and
adjacent to the toilet?
Is there a raised toilet seat (if person has
difficulties getting on/off toilet)?
Is the water temperature below scalding
(e.g. below 120 degrees)preferably below 105
degrees?
Is there a shower bench/bath seat with a
handheld shower head available?
Does the bathroom have a night light?

LIGHTING
Is there adequate lighting in all stairways and
hallways?
Is there a light switch at both the top and bottom
of stairs?
Is there a light switch by the doorway of each
room?

BEDROOM
Are there any scatter rugs?
Is the bed lower than “backoftheknee” height?
Is there a chair with armrests & firm seat (to
reduce falls while dressing)?
Does furniture roll?
Is there a telephone in the room that is easily
accessible from the bed?
Is a list of emergency telephone numbers by the
telephone?
Is there a flashlight, light switch or lamp beside
the bed?
Is there a night light?

LIVING AREA
Are doorways wide enough to carry loads
through and get a wheelchair/walker through?
Are light switches accessible so they can be
turned on/off without walking across a dark
room?
Are sofas & chairs high and firm enough for
easy sitting and rising?
Is there a telephone in the room that is easily
accessible from the bed/sofa/favorite chair?
Do telephone cords/electronic wires run across
walking areas?
Are there wheels on furniture?
Does sitting furniture have armrests which are
strong enough for getting in and out?
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